
Luxury 
Vinyl Tiles

Quiet. Robust. Simply comfortable.





ter Hürne

As a German family-owned business from the Münster region we have dedicated ourselves for more
than 50 years to developing products that are sustainable and are conducive to healthy living, while
setting the highest standards in terms of function and aesthetics.

Taking nature as our example, we use our passion, expertise and flair for good design to create 
 luxury vinyl tiles that bring together the latest designs and sophisticated technology combined with 
 maximum resource e�ciency for our shared environment. 

With every ter Hürne plank you have a quality product beneath your feet, in which we have taken 
 particular care to only use natural ingredients compatible with a healthy domestic environment. 

Real values and new materials: These are what make our luxury vinyl tiles a floor for our time.

A decision for quality

Film More

www.terhuerne.de iwww.terhuerne.de/en/image-film
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Try the room studio

Just try laying your own virtual floor

/ / /



www.terhuerne.de/
studio-virtuel

F

www.terhuerne.de/
roomstudio

GB

www.terhuerne.de/
raumstudio

D
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We have nature to thank for the material wood. That 
is why the responsible treatment of this valuable 
 resource is one of our fundamental operating 
 principles.

ter Hürne is FSC® and PEFC™ certified and supports 
the environmental and social aspects of a fully 
 traceable and recognised sustainable forestry sector. 
The careful selection of the growth regions and the 
trees growing within them are crucial for the high 
quality standards of ter Hürne. 

The principle of sustainable economic and 
 resource-saving trade is a fundamental part of our 
philosophy and extends to all areas and processes 
of our company. We even use the sun as an energy 
supplier for our production.

www.realwood.eu
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Because we need the environment
— and not the other way round

More  More  
www.ic.fsc.org www.pefc.org

ter Hürne is an FSC® and PEFC™-certified company.



Clean, uncontaminated indoorair is more than ever 
vital for health, well-being and a high quality of life. 
As manufacturers of products for interior design we 
have a responsibility for healthy living which we 
fulfil conscientiously and transparently.

Plasticisers are necessary to give a vinyl floor its 
 elasticity. We use plasticisers obtained from soya 
 beans, and are thus are perfectly safe from an 
environmental health point of view and which are 
even used in the food industry. The use of bio-based 
plasticisers means that ter Hürne luxury vinyl tiles 
are free from phthalates. The selection of sustainable 
raw materials  distinguishes ter Hürne luxury vinyl 
tiles  from conventional vinyl flooring.
 
During the manufacturing process only pure raw 
materials are used and we deliberately do not use 
any recycled materials. Thus we can guarantee the 
constant high quality of all the components used in 
every single plank. 
 
A new floor covering stays with us for many years – 
choosing a ter Hürne floor covering is also always a 
choice for healthy living and the environment.
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Living in a healthy 
home environment 

You can breathe deeply with us
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Vinyl 3 in 1 

The right floor for every application

The ter Hürne luxury vinyl tiles range contains a selection of 36 di�erent 
designs in a wide range of formats, colourways and surface structures – 
the right floor for every taste in interiors and colours. 
Our luxury vinyl tiles are available in three versions to o�er practical 
solutions for all room situations and substrate conditions. From a 2.5 mm 
thick sheet for bonding, to the compact 5 mm solid vinyl version, and right 
up to the 9.1 mm thick version on HDF board. 



Thanks to their low installation height, the 2.5 mm thick PRO luxury vinyl 
tiles are the perfect floor for refurbishments. PRO luxury vinyl tiles are 
fully bonded, thus achieving additional robustness and a consistent 
attractive floorscape. This floor covering scores particularly well in 
commercial premises with large areas and heavy tra�c. It  consists of 
100% water-repellent materials, so that it is ideally suited for all rooms 
where water is handled.  

The COMPACT luxury vinyl flooring o�ers nearly all the benefits provided 
by the PRO version. One important di�erence is that the 5 mm thick solid 
vinyl version has the patented CLICKitEASY click connection that 
guarantees rapid and safe floating installation.. Just like the PRO version, 
´the COMPACT luxury vinyl flooring also consists of 100% water-repellent 
product components, so that it is also suitable for wet rooms. An integral 
glass fibre mesh protects the floor from thermal expansion thus providing 
additional safety. 

As the name implies, COMFORT luxury vinyl flooring is truly comfortable. 
It consists of a vinyl surface layer applied to an HDF baseboard. The floor 
thus has additional installation height, that hides any irregularities in the 
substrate and provides a perfect walking experience. Like the COMPACT 
version, it also has the CLICKitEASY click connection for rapid and safe 
floating installation. The swell-resistant  baseboard has an integral cork 
impact sound insulation that reduces footfall sound many times over. 
Simply comfortable.   
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Multicolor 

Atmospheric interplay of colours 

Multicoloured floor coverings are one of the current trends in residential 
and commercial spaces. The designs of these multicoloured floors range 
from striking multistrips to  planks in various colours. All versions version 
share one thing in common – they make a great impression with their 
 di�erent features  and the overall e�ect is unusual and individual.  

Apart from the colour, the impression of uniqueness is further 
 emphasised through the combination of wood species and surface 
 structure of these designs. Fantasy patterns and ornaments can also be 
added as an additional style element, as exemplified by our understated 
on trend Vancouver grey oak decor. 

When developing our Multicolor designs, we make sure that the  various 
colours and materials are combined in a harmonious and visually 
 appealing way. That is a feature of ter Hürne luxury vinyl tiles.   

Highlight

F06 | EOak Vancouver grey |  
multi strip



F06 | Oak Vancouver grey | multi strip

G07 | Oak Malmedy beige | 
 multi strip

G01 | Pine Valencia beige brown | 
 long plank

I08 | Oak Kyoto anthracite | 
 multi strip
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Herringbone  

A classic reinterpreted  

With two new herringbone patterns we have 
 breathed new life into this classic installation pattern. 

The individual staves in our herringbone decors are 
laid at an angle of 45°, creating a particularly elegant 
e�ect, especially in large rooms. A real eye-catcher 
with a unique interplay of light and shade. 

Our designs are based on historic floors, in which 
we have deliberately adopted the hand-crafted 
look. Slightly imprecise transitions are deliberately 
 included in the decor image, which add to the charm 
of this vinyl flooring.

J12 | Oak Oakland brown | herringbone

Highlight

J11 | Oak Sofia beige | herringbone



Stone Medina grey  

A di�erent sort of tile 

Stone Medina grey is based on a slightly banded 
limestone with a warm grey colour that creates a 
feeling of comfort and elegance. It is the perfect 
all-rounder for almost every residential situation.  

It is available in two versions: in tile format and also 
as a plank. That also o�ers several opportunities for 
creating really eye-catching floors. A stone surface in 
a classic timber floor board format draws attention to 
the floor and highlights individuality of taste. Both 
tile and plank formats can also be combined to form 
various laying patterns. 

F08 | Stone Medina grey | plank

Highlight
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Highlight

J01 | Stone Lucca white | natural stone



Stone decors  

Luxury vinyl flooring with class  

Stone-Choice is one of the highlights in our luxury vinyl tile range. You 
can choose your favourites from ten di�erent stone e�ects. It ranges from 
warm cream and beige tones to bolder and darker shades and includes 
classic rocks like sandstone, marble and granite – all perfectly recreated 
from nature and combined with the practical benefits of a vinyl floor. 

An impressive aspect of our tiles is their format. At around 900 x 450 mm 
(depending on the version), we o�er an extra large format that creates a 
sense of generosity and width in the room.

More about Stone Choice from page 52
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Luxury Vinyl Tiles 

Quiet. Robust. Simply comfortable.



Product construction 20-21

CLICKitEASY connection 22

Grooves 23

Dimensions and designs 24-27

Surface structures 28-29

Technology 

This is what goes to create our
quality
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Product construction 

Perfectly matched

• 2.5 mm dryback sheet

• For full-surface professional bonding

• Usage class: 23/33/42

• Wetroom-safe

• All 36 decor variants in all dimensions

• Ideal for contracts and renovations 

•  Professional requirements for the subfloor preparation

• 5 mm solid vinyl

•  Simple installation, thanks to the patented CLICKitEASY 
connection

• Usage class: 23/33/42

• Wetroom-safe

• All 36 decor variants in all dimensions

• The all-rounder, from contracts to residential projects

•  Reduced requirements for the subfloor preparation

• 9.1 mm vinyl on an HDF baseboard

•  Simple installation, thanks to the patented CLICKitEASY 
connection

• Usage class: 23/32

• Aqua-protected HDF baseboard

• Integrated cork impact sound insulation

• 24 decor variants in all plank dimensions

•  Hardly any subfloor preparation required

Quality down to the last detail

The following applies for all luxury 
vinyl tiles: 

• Wear layer of 0.55 mm

• free from harmful ingredients

•  Phthalate-free, thanks to the use  
of organic-based platicizers

• easy to care for

• Quiet underfoot

• antibacterial

• anti-static

• Natural surface structures

• Suited for underfloor heating

• 20-year guarantee

*Information sur le niveau 
d’émission de  substances 
 volatiles dans l’air  intérieur, 
 présentant un risque de  toxicité 
par  inhalation, sur une échelle de 
classe allant de A+ (très faibles 
 émissions) à C (fortes émissions).

Published HPD

Health Product
Declaration TM
Collaborative



Transparent, hard-wearing  
PU-coating

Transparent wear layer  
with embossed structure

Transparent wear layer  
with embossed structure

Printed decor layer

Printed decor layer

LVT middle layer

Double LVT middle layer

HDF baseboard

Cork impact sound insulation

Transparent wear layer  
with embossed structure

Printed decor layer

Multi-layer middle layer

Glass fibre

Multi-layer backing layer

Transparent, hard-wearing  
PU-coating

Transparent, hard-wearing  
PU-coating

IMPACT SOUND
INSULATION
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Installation method  

Simple, quick, secure and: self-installed

With CLICKitEASY you can install your floor yourself like a professional – 
simply, quickly and securely. That is thanks to our ingenious, patented 
connection system based on the door lock principle. The head ends of the 
planks click together with only light pressure. A tongue made from stable 
plastic incorporated into the head end ensures that both planks lock 
 together simply and securely like a door lock. This ensures a permanent 
and strong joint. CLICKitEASY is the perfect system for a floating floor 
 installation without adhesive, hammer and tapping block or for glue 
down installation.

Click!!!

The film:

www.terhuerne.de/en/
floor/clickiteasy-gb/



Grooves 

The right frame

Groovevs frame planks and emphasise their form in the floorscape. 
 Depending on the colour and contrast with the decorative image, they can 
either have a very prominent or restrained e�ect. Always perfect.

The unobtrusive V-groove frames 
the wood and stone designs on 
all four sides.

4-sided V-groove
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Dimensions and designs

Spatial e�ect

Long plank
1

The proportions of the planks not only determine the appearance of the 
floor, they also have a decisive influence on the overall ambiance. So for 
example, long planks will give your home a feeling of extra  spaciousness 
while narrow planks lend the space a sense of refined elegance and 
 balance.
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G06 | Oak Bilbao brown | long plank

F01 | Oak Skagen white | long plank
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Dimensions and designs

Spatial e�ect



J01 | Stone Lucca white | natural stone
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Surface structures

Feel what pleases you

1.

All luxury vinyl tiles decors are characterised by 
natural colours and harmonious colour gradients and 
grain patterns.. The range consists of over 13 di�erent 
surface structures which underscore the looks and 
feel  of this vibrant décor image. 

Every individual structure is carefully coordinated 
with the decor, thus ensuring a natural finish and a 
perfect floorscape.  

If we designate a structure as ‘synchronous’, the decor 
image and surface structure are identically aligned, 
and the hand feels what the eye can see.  

1.  deep pore structured | matt

2.  deep brushed | matt

3.  register embossed/deep 
pore structured | matt

4.  register embossed/ 
brushed 3 | matt

5.  register embossed/ 
brushed 2 | matt

6.  register embossed/ 
brushed 1 | matt

7.  natural brut | matt

8.  miniperl | matt

9.  hand-scraped | matt

10.  coarse structured | matt

11a.  Pro/Compact: brushed | 
matt

11b.  Comfort: brushed | matt

12.  fine structured | matt

13.  fine brushed| matt



2.

8.

7.5.

3. 4.

9. 10.

11a. 12.

6.

13.11b.
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Colour counts

Clear and rapid orientation



bright & fresh

beige brown & friendly

dark & powerful

Stone decors

Colour has an emotional impact
on the living environment and
interior design. Each of our colour
collections represents a specific
colour mood that guides you
through our ranges.
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Pure Choice

bright & fresh

34-39

Bright Choice

beige brown & friendly

40-45

Straight Choice

dark & powerful

46-51

Stone Choice

Stone decors

52-57
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Product worlds 

The results of our work



1

2

4

3

F01 ID no.1

Article no. | Length x width x thickness (mm)
Pro: 1101210107 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190102 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 
Comfort: 1101200420 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

3

Oak Skagen white* | long plank Product name | Design4

Room studio

direct link to the room studio2
/ /

Key 

To make it easier to find your way around

F01

Pro: 1101210107 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190102 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200420 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Skagen white* | long plank
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Pure  
Choice

bright & fresh



Oak Viborg beige* | 

plank

F02

Casting o� and sailing with your sights set on what lies ahead. 
Your bag is packed only with the bare essentials, because your 
decision to set o� was quite spontaneous. Looking forward to 
the things to come without knowing what they are. Feeling 
the wind on your face, closing your eyes and enjoying it. 
 Dreaming. Feeling.

Docking, stepping ashore and enjoying the freedom you have 
gained. Moments like these awaken memories, recharge our 
batteries and allow us to relax and unwind.

Pure Choice Luxury Vinyl Tiles feature bright, rather cool 
shades which can be combined with many furnishing styles 
and are very versatile. They create a light, airy ambience and a 
perfect basis for relaxing and connecting to our inner selves.
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Pro: 1101210001 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101191400 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 
Comfort: 1101200050 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

F02

F01

Pro: 1101210107 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190102 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200420 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Skagen white* | long plank

Oak Viborg beige* | plank
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Pure Choice



F03

Pro: 1101210002 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101191500 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 
Comfort: 1101200060 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Helsinki white* | plank

F04

Pro: 1101210108 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190103 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200430 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Borkum beige* | long plank

Pure Choice
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F06

Pro: 1101210011 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190042 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200160 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Vancouver grey* | multi strip

F05

Pro: 1101210101 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101191700 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200360 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Vilnius grey* | long plank
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Pure Choice



F07

Pro: 1101210004 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192000 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200070 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Oslo brown* | plank

F08

Pro: 1101210009 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190040 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200140 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Stone Medina grey* | plank

Pure Choice
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Bright  
Choice

beige brown & friendly



Oak Malaga beige brown* |  
long plank

G05

Escape to your hammock, chill out and let your gaze wander. 
Swing gently feeling the lightness of being. Enjoy and grasp the 
tranquility with all your senses.

For this moment it is the right thing to do, for this moment …

But now some voices can be heard in the distance, and a picnic 
blanket is spread out on the grass, with colourful plates and 
filled glasses. Loud laughter, high spirits and us.

Allowing nature to move into our own home and indulging in 
our memories whenever we need them.

Bright Choice Luxury Vinyl Tiles feature the gentle and warm 
colours of nature. They provide the same freedom we find there. 
Diverse and perfect.
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G02

Pro: 1101210106 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190101 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200410 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Dublin brown* | long plank

G01

Pro: 1101210112 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190107 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200470 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Pine Valencia beige brown* | long plank

Bright Choice
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G04

Pro: 1101210006 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192500 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 
Comfort: 1101200090 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak York brown* | plank

G03

Pro: 1101210005 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192300 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 
Comfort: 1101200080 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Ghent beige brown* | plank

Bright Choice
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G06

G05

Pro: 1101210109 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190104 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200440 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Pro: 1101210103 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192400 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200380 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Bilbao brown* | long plank

Oak Malaga beige brown* | long plank

Bright Choice
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G07

Pro: 1101210110 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190105 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200450 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Malmedy beige* | multi strip

G08

Pro: 1101210104 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192800 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200390 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Minsk grey beige* | long plank

Bright Choice
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Straight  
Choice

dark & powerful



Oak Cambridge dark brown* | 
long plank

I03

Every day we face decisions, big and small, important 
and less important, elementary and superfluous. Trusting 
ourselves, taking steps at a pace we feel comfortable with. 
Having a positive attitude, feeling what makes us strong. 
Realising where our individual strengths lie and utilising 
them. It‘s all up to us.

Highlighting elements, with a sure sense of style, without 
losing sight of the essentials. Feeling comfortable in our 
own world.

Straight Choice Luxury Vinyl Tiles feature intense, dark 
colours with contrasting elements. They emphasise the 
personality of our rooms and have great impact.
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I02

Pro: 1101210102 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101191900 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200370 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Tallinn grey* | long plank

I01

Pro: 1101210003 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101191800 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200120 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Pine Malmö grey* | plank

Straight Choice
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Pro: 1101210111 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190106 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200460 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

I04

Pro: 1101210012 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190043 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200170 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Nairobi brown* | plank

I03

Oak Cambridge dark brown* | long plank

Straight Choice
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I06

Pro: 1101210008 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101193300 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200110 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Canberra grey brown* | plank

I05

Pro: 1101210007 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101192900 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200130 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Caracas brown* | plank
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I07

Pro: 1101210105 | 1516,9 x 228,6 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101193200 | 1510 x 222 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200400 | 2200 x 217 x 9,1 mm

Oak Bogota dark brown* | long plank

I08

Pro: 1101210010 | 1219,2 x 177,8 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190041 | 1212,6 x 171,2 x 5 mm 

Comfort: 1101200150 | 1209 x 173 x 9,1 mm

Oak Kyoto anthracite* | multi strip

Straight Choice
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Stone  
Choice

Stone decors



Cement Sydney medium grey* | 
natural stone, concrete e�ect

J07

Stones challenge us. We want to know what they feel like, 
whether they are smooth or rough, light or heavy. Taking 
up the challenge, stacking the stones, throwing them into 
water and watching them sink.

There is a lot to discover outside, every day. So, we have to 
keep our eyes open.

The Stone Choice decors feature warm limestone colours, 
modern concrete designs as well as black basalt surfaces. 
Remarkably natural-looking, with the advantages of solid 
Luxury Vinyl Tiles, and the possibility to install anywhere.
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J04

Pro: 1101210210 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190207 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Marrakesh beige* | natural stone

J02

Pro: 1101210206 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190203 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Turin white* | natural stone

J03

Pro: 1101210207 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190204 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Nice light beige* | natural stone

J01

Pro: 1101210208 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190205 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Lucca white* | natural stone

Stone Choice
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J06

Pro: 1101210205 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190202 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Zanzibar grey* | natural stone

J05

Pro: 1101210201 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101193600 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Naples light beige* | natural stone

J07

Pro: 1101210202 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101193800 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Cement Sydney medium grey* | natural stone, 
concrete e�ect

J09

Pro: 1101210209 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190206 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Monaco anthracite* | natural stone

Stone Choice
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J08

Pro: 1101210204 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190201 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Medina grey* | natural stone

Stone Choice
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J11

Pro: 1101210212 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190209 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Oak Sofia beige* | herringbone

J12

Pro: 1101210211 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101190208 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Oak Oakland brown* | herringbone

J10

Pro: 1101210203 | 914,4 x 457,2 x 2,5 mm 
Compact: 1101194100 | 907,8 x 450,6 x 5 mm 

Stone Samos anthracite* | natural stone

Stone Choice
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Underlay material

Metal profiles

What constitutes a perfectly installed floor? On one hand, it looks beautiful and on the other — and you only 
notice that over time — it is characterised by its durability. To achieve this, what you need above all are the 
right accessories— both before and after the installation. Our underlay material and care products are perfectly 
matched to the specifications of our floors, significantly increasing their durability, appearance and feel. And with 
our functional transition profiles and decorative skirtings you will achieve the perfect finishing touches.

Accessories — perfectly matched 

Because your floor is worth nothing less



i

Skirtings

Care and maintenance

More   

www.terhuerne.de/en/
accessories
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Contact 
ter Hürne GmbH & Co. KG | Ramsdorfer Str. 5 · 46354 Südlohn · Germany
Phone: +49 2862 701-313 | E-Mail: export@terhuerne.de | www.terhuerne.de

Parquet
Showing character

More about ter Hürne

www.terhuerne.de
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2Laminate

Enjoy the moods

Avatara – MultiSense-Floor®

For all your senses




